Northampton SC Interactive Session Planner ™
Team

U13's

Session Theme 11v11: Defending/Pressing
ACTIVITY 1

Week

3

Intro Activity

Date

9/17/18

TIME

ORGANIZATION
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8-12 Players
Players are split into pairs within the grid. each pair has 1 ball. 4 other players are
stationed on the outside of the grid without a ball. players look to find an outside
player with a pass. The closest player will close down the the player who received the
ball, while the second player will provide cover. Once covered the outside player will
pass the ball back to the group. Outside players should rotate with the pairs to ensure
everyones gets a chance to perform the activity.
COACHING POINTS
PROGRESSIONS
Get players on the outside to move up and Closing player leaves a 1 yard gap
down the side of the grid.
between them and the ball carrier.
This will allow the closing down defender closing player adopts the correct stance
to set up the stance to lead the defender to to defend; Knees bent, sideways on, balls
the least amount of space.
of their feet.
ACTIVITY 2
TIME
Covering
player covers the side they
defender is leaving.
ORGANIZATION

4-12 players
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A server for each team will play the ball into a teammate, who them must look to work
with their partner in a 2v2 scenario to dribble over their end line. When a goal is
scored the defending team leaves and the resting team enters with a ball ready to
play.
COACHING POINTS
Covering defender covers the space not
the player.
don't get too flat.
closest defender quickly closes down the
space.
ACTIVITY 3
TIME
Contain
the ball carrier.
ORGANIZATION
Blue attacks the big goal, while red plays to the counter goals and can use the end
line target, who has two touch maximum. After a goal or missed shot the red target
plays restart to blues quickly. Should the ball go out of play either team begins with a
throw in.

PROGRESSIONS
Now incorporate a 3v3. Instead f dribbling
over the end line place two goals on each
end line in both corners.
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COACHING POINTS
PROGRESSIONS
end player can only have 1 touch.
cover and pressure.
If struggling can have more touches.
watch the player and the ball.
Limit touches of attackers to make it easier
for defenders.
Make space bigger to make it harder for
ACTIVITY 4
TIME
defenders.
ORGANIZATION
7v7 goal, with each team set up in a formation. Allow free play with no restrictions on
the game.
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PROGRESSIONS
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COACHING POINTS
Communication
Pressure/cover
Body shape
compactness as a team.
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